Let u be a bounded harmonic function on a noncompact rank one symmetric space M = G/'K «s N ~A, N ~AK being a fixed Iwasawa decomposition of G. We prove that if for an a0 e A there exists a limit lim u(na0) m Cq, as n E N ~ goes to infinity, then for any a G A, lim u(na) = c0. For M =
0. Introduction. Let M be a noncompact symmetric space of rank one. M can be expressed as a homogeneous space G/K where G is a semisimple group of isometries of M and K is a maximal compact subgroup of G. Let g, f denote the Lie algebras of G and K, B the Killing form of g, and p the orthogonal complement of f in g relative to B. If it: G -» G/K denotes the canonical projection, its differential at the identity, irm, identifies the subspace p of g with T0(M), the tangent space of M at the origin o = tr(e), and the invariant metric g on M can be chosen so that g0 corresponds to the restriction of B to p X p under the above identification. We denote by A the corresponding (G-in variant) Laplace-Beltrami operator on M. A function u G C°°(A/) is called harmonic if Aw = 0. Let û be a maximal (one-dimensional) abelian subspace of p, a and possibly 2a in a*, the corresponding system of positive restricted roots relative to the fixed choice of a "positive part" a+ in a. Let g_a and g_2a denote the root spaces corresponding to -a and -2a. Then n~=g_0©g_2aisa nilpotent subalgebra of g and one has the Iwasawa decomposition G = N~AK, with N~ = exp n~, A = exp a. The above decomposition shows that every pEM can be uniquely written as p = na-o (n G N ~, a G A). We regard the nilpotent group N ~ as a boundary for the symmetric space M in the following sense. The bounded harmonic functions m on M have boundary values on N~, i.e. lim.og^^ u(na ■ o) =m(/j) exists a.e. (relative to the Haar measure on A/-) and <p G L°°(N~). log a -» oo is understood with respect to the ordering induced on a by a +. Moreover, The function Pa(n) on N X A is called the Poisson kernel for the symmetric space M and is given by (Helgason [ [5] . We formulate it below in terms of a homogeneous space M.
Theorem.
Let u be a bounded harmonic function on a noncompact rank one symmetric space M. In the notation above, assume that for an a0 G A, limA,-9"_00 u(na0-o) = c0. Then for any a G A, hm^-g,,^ u(na ■ o) = c0.
Our aim here is to prove the above Theorem and the proof is based on the classification of symmetric spaces. That is, we discuss separately the cases of M being the real, complex (to see how the M = />,_, case fits to our scheme), quaternion and octonion hyperbolic space, which corresponds respectively to G being the classical group SOQ(r, 1), SU(r, 1), Sp(r, 1) and the exceptional group F^_20y Following the Hulanicki-Ricci method, for each case we construct a suitable commutative subalgebra <f of (multi) radial functions in Ll(N ~), to which the Poisson kernel Pa belongs. We describe the set 2ft(6£) of the maximal ideals in 6E and check that the Gel'fand transform Pa of Pa never vanishes on 9TÎ(6£). The Theorem may then be stated as a theorem on certain ideals in Ll(N~) and is a consequence of the Wiener property of the algebra 68. To study the algebra & we use the holomorphically induced (realizations of the irreducible unitary) representations of N ~.
1. Nilpotent group N ~. Let F denote the field R, C, H or the Cayley numbers O (octonions); F0 = {q G F: q + q = 0}, being the usual conjugation in F = C, H, O and q = q for q G R; Im q = |(g -q), a = 2s = dimR F. According to the notation of the previous section, g = f + p and for the classical G we have (cf., e.g., We shall identify n =g_a©g-2<, witn F' ' x Fo Dv tne correspondence
In these coordinates on n~ the commutator of (q,p) = (qv . . . , qr-\,p) and
where we have put q ■ q' for 2/=¡ q¡q'¡. We also have the formula (cf., e.g., [11, p. 39]) ((#, P), (q', P'))e = 4K + 4m2a)Re(? ■ 4 + PP'Y
For the exceptional G (cf., e.g., [10, pp. 522-530] ), g = f^.^ is isomorphic to , we obtain the same formulas for the commutator and the inner product of (q,p) and (q',p') in O X O0 as those given by (1) and (2) above. Writing N~ as the manifold rt~ with the group multiplication given by the Campbell-Hausdorff formula we obtain 
The Haar measure on N ~ is the ordinary Lebesgue measure on R* k = ro -1. We normalize it so that the volume of the unit cube in R* is 1 and denote by dqdp. The Poisson kernel is given by
where e = e~', d = (r + l)a -2, \q\2 = q ■ q, crF = 2d'lTT~r dimR F.
'T(rs) with o = 2s = 2. Holomorphically induced representations of N . The adjoint and coadjoint action of N ~ on n-and n~*, respectively, is given by Aà^p)(q",p") = (q",p" + 2lm(q-q")), Aá*q,P)(q'>p') = W + 2qp',p')> (q,p) e N~, (q",p") G n", (q',p') G n"*, qp' = (qxp\ ■ ■ ■ , qr-\P'\ and we have identified »~*i th¿ dual space of n~, with n~ by <•,•) = (•, •)9/A{ma + 4m2a). The single points (a', 0) G n~* are 0-dimensional orbits of Ad* onn"* and the corresponding (1-dimensional) representations of 7V~ are given by the characters
The remaining (maximal dimensional) orbits, for F = C, H and O, are of the form F_1 X {p"},p" ¥= 0, so they are parameterized, e.g., by the functionals/ = (0,p") G n~* with/?" G F0 \ {0}. For such /and (a, p), (q',p') G n~ we have
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i.e. the operator Rp,,: a -> ap" is skew-symmetric on Fr_1 with respect to the R-bilinear symmetric form < • , •> on Fr~" given by <a, a') = 2 Kc(q • a') = the usual inner product on R*, k = (r -\)o. Let 1, i denote the usual basis of C (over R); 1, i,j, k the basis of H, and 1, i,j, k, e, ie,je, ke the basis of O (= H + He with the multiplication defined by (ae)b = (ab)e, a(be) = (ba)e, (ae)(be) = -ba for a, b G H). Suppose now that / = (0, /A) G n~* with A positive real. In the above bases of F the matrix of RiX acting on Fr_1 with r = 2 is equal to X(E2l -El2) for F = C, to X(E2I We also note the following symmetry properties of x,-and PP-relative to the orthogonal and the unitary transformations. X gl\q[ -q'{\, . . . , }«£_, -ar"_,|, p' -p -2 -Im(^"a;)J dq" dp ' = f F(q",p)G((q',p')(q",Py1)dq" dp * F(q',p'). dq dp and Au commute on %p,.
Proof. By Proposition 2.2(b),
Au '/pP-(q(zolp)F{q(zo)>p) dq(zo) dP A« = fpp,(q(uz0),p)F(q(z0),p) dq(z0) dp. Thus putting 4>i(Z,) = Z"' with n, = (nxl, . . . , nsl) G NJ, we note that Au preserves the finite-dimensional subspaces of %p-, namely the spaces DC = ® ]z\ 3d"'', where n = (|«,|, . . . , |«r_,|) G Nr_1. DO"'1 is the space of homogeneous polynomials in 2i(/_i), ■-., zs! of degree \n,\. Moreover, %p, = © " DC-an orthogonal direct sum over n G Nr_1. We also note that Au restricted to DC is equal to ®/~| TM(ux~\ . . . , u~_\) with Tk, k = \n,\, being the representation of U(s) on DC given by (Tk^)(Z) = ^(u~xZ). Since Tk is irreducible (cf., e.g., [13, pp. 204-209]), the representations T* -®¡ T^ of U(s) X • • • X U(s), r -1 copies of U(s), act irreducibly on DC, and T" « Tm iff n = m. Hence, by Schur's Lemma, every intertwining operator S for ©" T" on DC. is of the form S = ©" c^S^d^. In particular, each pp(F) with /•" G (£ is such. It follows from (4.1) that ®(F) is equal to one of the constants cn(pp,(F)), n G Nr_1. Conversely, for every fixed n, the mapping Fh c"(p/,.(/;')) defines a multiplicative linear functional on (£. Now we shall derive explicit formulas for the constants cn above. Since, e.g., cn{PP(F)) = {pp{F)V., W\, with «' = («" 0, . . . , 0; n2, 0, . . . ,0; . . . ; nr_x, 0, ... ,0) G (N1)1""1, we calculate the integral, see Proposition 2.
which in expanded form is equal to (with k = s(r -1))
The integral
is equal to (2vi/i)(í-,)(r-,) n 2^!|yr-2 {-\p'\ \^-^\2y(n;)(jrl = (2wr-1VT|n|-^-,)"! n'^(|P'| k°(/-.)+.r) (4-5a)
with Ln being the Laguerre polynomial. (4.5a) is obtained (see [5] ) by substituting the binomial formula for (z -z0)", developing exp(-|p'|z0-z) in a power series and integrating this series term by term using the orthogonality relations for the functions z" in DC. Substituting (4.5a) in (4.4) we obtain that (4.3) is equal to (ß'p) ) dp)
x«p ( Integrating by parts get $,(,) = ((", + 5 -i)!)"1 Ce-,x/2xn'+s-xe-x dx-(t/2)"' = (t/2)"'(t/2 + l)"("'+i).
Thus Pa(p', n) is positive.
Remark. For M being the real hyperbolic space, i.e. for F = R, we have N~ = Rd, m(L\N-)) = A7", Pa(X_a) = cdRed/2(e + \q\2)~d and, by Lemma 2, P"> Oon N~.
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use 6. Theorem on ideals in L\N "). Since the algebras & we consider here have the same qualitative properties as the one considered in [5] , similar facts can be proved about them. In particular, the following statement about ideals in Ll(N~) is a consequence of the Wiener property of â and existence of the approximate identity for Ll(N~) in & (the dilations 8r t > 0, on N ~ used in the construction of the approximate identity are given by 8.(q,p) = (t~l/2q, t~p)). 
